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Abstract. Most hardware/software codesigns of Elliptic Curve Cryptography only have one central control unit, typically a 32 bit or 8 bit
processor core. With the ability of integrating several soft processor cores
into one FPGA fabric, we can have a hierarchy of controllers in one SoC
design. Compared to the previous codesigns trying to optimize the communication overhead between the central control unit and coprocessor
over bus by using diﬀerent bus protocols (e.g. OPB, PLB and FSL) or
advanced techniques (e.g. DMA), our approach prevents overhead in bus
transactions by introducing a local 8 bit microcontroller, PicoBlaze, in
the coprocessor. As a result, the performance of the ECC coprocessor
can be almost independent of the selection of bus protocols. To further
accelerate the Uni-PicoBlaze based ECC SoC design, a Dual-PicoBlaze
based architecture is proposed, which can achieve the maximum instruction rate of 1 instruction/cycle to the ECC datapath. Using design space
exploration of a large number of system conﬁgurations of diﬀerent architectures discussed in this paper, our proposed Dual-PicoBlaze based
design also shows best trade-oﬀ between area and speed.

1

Introduction

FPGAs are ideal for System-on-Chip (SoC) or Hardware/Software (HW/SW)
codesign. Embedded processor soft-cores enable integration of various peripherals
or coprocessors. Computationally intensive kernels are well suited for hardware acceleration. In this work we investigate the acceleration of the point operations from
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). This task remains a challenge because of the
implementation complexity of ECC, which requires optimizations at multiple abstraction levels. We will demonstrate that there is a strong interaction between
the target architecture and the most suitable HW/SW partitioning.
Many HW/SW codesigns have been proposed to evaluate trade-oﬀs between
cost, performance and security in ECC system designs. Most of the target platforms fall into two categories: 8 bit platforms (e.g. AVR or 8051) [1,2,3,4,5,6]
and 32 bit microprocessors and bus systems (e.g. MicroBlaze with PLB bus)
[7,8,9]. Although the design goals in these two platforms may diﬀer due to different applications (e.g. low power sensor nodes vs. high performance security
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systems), both of them have to deal with the same problem of how to minimize
the communication overhead resulting from using a single, central controller.
The work discussed in this paper diﬀers from previous research by realizing
the fact that both of the 8 bit microcontrollers and 32 bit microprocessors can
co-exist in modern FPGAs and the combination of them in one SoC design may
result in a better trade-oﬀ between area and speed. In this work, we propose
an SoC architecture for ECC Point Multiplication that uses a central 32 bit
microprocessor, an 8 bit local control processor, and a dedicated ﬁeld arithmetic datapath. The contribution of our work is two-fold. First, we use HW/SW
cosimulation to do system proﬁling of the bus bottleneck, and we explore multiple control hierarchies in a typical FPGA based SoC system. We show that, using
proper partitioning of control and data, the ECC system execution time can be
made almost independent of the selection of bus protocols between the central
controller and the coprocessor. Second, we optimize the local control unit by
converting a Uni-Picoblaze sequencer architecture into a Dual-Picoblaze architecture which runs interleaved instruction sequences. This novel Dual-PicoBlaze
based architecture achieves the instruction transfer rate of 1 instruction/cycle,
while a Uni-Picoblaze architecture only provides half that speed, 1 instruction
per 2 cycles. Moreover, the FPGA implementation results show that our proposed ECC SoC architecture with the Dual-PicoBlaze based coprocessor has a
better trade-oﬀ between area and speed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief
description of current available processor cores in FPGAs and their diﬀerent usages. Our complete ECC SoC system design will be presented in Section 3 and
detailed discussion on our proposed Uni-PicoBlaze and Dual-PicoBlaze based coprocessor designs is given. Section 4 explains the system-level design ﬂow used in
the paper, and performance results are analyzed and compared between cosimulation and FPGA implementation. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Embedded Processor Cores in FPGAs

Modern FPGAs are considered as conﬁgurable systems on chip (CSoC) [21]. A
primary component for such CSoC systems is the processor core. A wide range
of bit widths from 8 to 32 bit are used in SoC designs. Small bit widths have the
advantage of a small memory footprint for simple applications, but also imply a
limited complexity. Wide instructions allow for much more complex applications,
but will also require a large amount of memory even for small applications [10].
Various synthesizable processor cores are available for FPGAs. On one hand
we have some popular embedded processors like AVR8[11] and Leon2 [12]. These
cores are not tailored to the speciﬁc resources available in FPGAs. On the other
hand there are specialized processor cores for FPGAs, such as Altera NIOS II,
Xilinx MicroBlaze and PicoBlaze, and Lattice Mico8. They can be classiﬁed
into two categories: 8 bit cores like the Xilinx PicoBlaze or the Lattice Mico8
and 32 bit cores like the NIOS II and the Microblaze. The use of 32 bit cores
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targets at high performance applications and sometimes requires external memory. Compared with the 32 bit cores, the 8 bit cores have very simple IO interfaces and are very limited in computation power. The on-chip program memory
is always very small, typically less than 1K instruction store with simpliﬁed
instruction set. Hence, they consume very few hardware resources on FPGAs,
which makes them sometimes be an ideal alternative for complicated FSMs.
As indicated above, either type of core has its own advantages, which may be
complementary to each other in one SoC design. However, most current research
only considers them as separate control units and rarely combines them in a
single system-level design.

3

ECC SoC Design

Curve-based cryptography, especially ECC, has become very popular in the past
several years [22]. These cryptographic primitives are used for exchanging keys
over an insecure channel and for digital signatures. Furthermore, these algorithms show good properties for software and hardware implementation because
of the relatively short operand length compared to other public-key scheme, like
RSA. However, ECC is still considered as a computational intensive application
due to the complexity of scalar or point multiplications. As shown in Fig. 1, a
scalar multiplication, k · P , with k is an integer and P is a point on an elliptic
curve, needs to be realized through a sequence of point additions and doublings.
These group operations can be further decomposed in several types of ﬁnite ﬁeld
arithmetic with ultra-long operand word length (e.g. 163 bit or above).
There are many design options for ECC designs, and diﬀerent approaches
diﬀer in the selection of coordinate system, ﬁeld and type of curve[13]. Since in
our design the main focus lies on the architectural optimization of the ECC SoC
system, we start with a baseline design using Montgomery Scalar Multiplication
on GF(2163 ) based on L-D projective coordinates [14]. For hardware implementations of the lowest level ﬁeld arithmetic, the GF multiplication is implemented
both as bit-serial [15] and digit-serial multipliers [16] with diﬀerent digit sizes;
the GF addition is simply logic XORs; the GF square is implemented by dedicated hardware with square and reduction circuits [13]; the GF inversion consists
of a sequence of GF multiplications and squares based on Fermat’s Theorem [17].
Since the core component of our ECC coprocessor is the ﬁeld multiplier, here
we deﬁne a design space based on the use of diﬀerent ﬁeld multipliers to discuss
the design trade-oﬀs between area and speed. A basic bit-serial multiplication in
GF(2m ) can be realized through an classic ’shift-and-XOR’ based MSB-ﬁrst bitserial multiplier with interleaved reduction modulo the irreducible polynomial
[15]. It can ﬁnish one GF(2163 ) multiplication in 163 clock cycles. A digit-serial
multiplier [16] on the other hand can process multiple bits of the operands in
parallel with a processing time proportional to m/D cycles, with digit size D
≤ m - k, where m is 163 and k is 7 for the B-163 curve. It is obvious that within
a certain range of D, when increasing the D, the area will increase accordingly,
but the processing time will be the same. For example, for all D∈[55,81], the
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Table 1. System proﬁling from GEZEL cosimulation
# Access 163 bit
local reg.

Baseline Design
# Ins. # Data

2,788

Uni-PicoBlaze

Dual-PicoBlaze

bus transactions bus transactions bus transactions

26,791

1,294

# Ins. # Data
481

489

# Ins. # Data
468

476

multiplication time is 3 clock cycles. In this case we only select D size of 55 for
our implementations.
The HW/SW partitioning adopted in this design is trying to oﬄoad the ﬁeld
arithmetic operations from the microprocessor and execute them in a dedicated
coprocessor [2,7]. For our baseline design, all other operations, such as point addition/doubling, are implemented in software running on microprocessor. However, this partitioning may result in a HW/SW communication bottleneck since
the lower-level ﬁeld multiplication function will always be called by upper-level
point operations, including a large amount of instruction and data transfers.
From the above analysis on the HW/SW partitioning, we already know where
the system bottleneck will be, so before starting the system-level design we
should ﬁrst quantitatively measure the bus transactions in the baseline design,
and estimate the optimization room left for us. Table 1 shows the system proﬁling
from GEZEL cosimulation [18,19], and more details can be found in section 4.1.
Since our system bus interface uses the memory-mapped registers, the way we
collect the number of instruction and data transfers over the bus is to measure
how many write and read on these registers for instruction or data transfers.
3.1

Baseline ECC SoC Design with Coprocessor Local Storage

In a straightforward design (see Fig.1 (a)), the ECC system will implement the
point operations on the main processor. This requires storing all parameters and
intermediate results in Processor Local Memory, so that the main processor can
access and manipulate them. From Table 1, it is observed that for a 163 bit scalar
multiplication, there are 2,788 times read/write on eight 163 bit coprocessor
local registers, so if all parameters and intermediate results are stored in main
memory, this may result in 16,728 times 32 bit data transfers over the bus.
This represents a signiﬁcant amount of time (around 60% of the total execution
time of a point multiplication, assuming the typical PLB bus HW-SW latency
of 9 clock cycles). Hence, a simple optimization can be achieved by adding local
storage to the coprocessor, like scheme (b) in Fig. 1, so that the amount of data
transfers over the processor-to-coprocessor bus can be minimized.
3.2

Uni-PicoBlaze Based ECC SoC Design

The above design mitigates the overall bus communication overhead by optimizing the data transfer side; however, instruction transfers still dominate the
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Fig. 1. System architecture modeling of diﬀerent schemes

entire scalar multiplication time. From the cosimulation proﬁling (see Table.1),
we can see for a 163 bit scalar multiplication, there are 26,791 times instruction
transfers though the data transfers have been reduced to 1,294 (mostly composed of reading status registers) with a typical PLB bus. One area for further
optimization is that of coprocessor control. Indeed, for each operation performed
by the coprocessor, the processor needs to perform a command transfer over the
PLB bus. These command transfers are still needed, even after local registers are
added to the coprocessor. In order to reduce the amount of command transfers,
we must change the way to control the coprocessor.
The PicoBlaze microcontroller is a compact and cost-eﬀective embedded 8
bit RISC microcontroller core optimized for Xilinx FPGAs. It has predictable
performance, always 2 clock cycles per instruction, and 1K instructions of programmable on-chip program store, automatically loaded during FPGA conﬁguration. It only costs 63 slices and 1 block RAM on Virtex-5 XC5VLX50 FPGA.
By introducing PicoBlaze as a sub-control hierarchy to be in charge of sending
out the point addition and doubling instructions, the main controller, MicroBlaze, only needs to start a scalar multiplication once, after which the detailed
sequencing will be completed by the PicoBlaze (like Scheme (c) in Fig. 1). The
PicoBlaze has the additional advantage of having a ﬁxed instruction rate (2
clock cycles per operation). This means that the local instruction decoder in the
coprocessor can be simpliﬁed: no additional synchronization is needed between
the PicoBlaze and the local instruction decoder FSM. From the cosimulation
system proﬁling (see Table. 1), we can see that for the Uni-PicoBlaze design the
instruction and data transfers have been greatly reduced to 481 and 489, respectively. Here, we want to further point out that the lower-bound on the amount
of instruction and data transfers is around 18 and 6, respectively. Most of the
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current measured instruction and data transfers are devoted to the continuous
read on status registers with associated instructions during the coprocessor execution time. Therefore, a simple further optimization can be conducted by using
’interrupt’ control, and this improvement may not only reduce the number of
bus transactions but also save the ECC task’s occupation time on MicroBlaze
and PLB bus, which then may be used for other peripherals in a large system.
3.3

Dual-PicoBlaze Based ECC SoC Design

After analyzing the above design we ﬁnd two characteristics of Uni-PicoBlaze
based ECC coprocessor design, which can help us to further reﬁne the design.
First, the sub-control unit, PicoBlaze, in current design is acting as an instruction
generator. It has no data processing inside, which means it is feasible to split the
Picoblaze program into several subsets as long as the sequence of the instructions
is guaranteed. Second, the instruction rate of Uni-PicoBlaze is ﬁxed 2 clock
cycles per operation, which means that there is still one cycle per operation
wasted. So, from the above two observations we propose the idea of optimizing
the local control unit by converting an Uni-Picoblaze sequencer architecture
into a Dual-Picoblaze architecture which runs interleaved instruction sequences.
Hence, this novel Dual-PicoBlaze based architecture can achieve the maximum
instruction transfer rate of 1 instruction/cycle. To illustrate the conversion from
Uni-PicoBlaze to the Dual-PicoBlaze, a simple example of PicoBlaze assembly
codes executing one ﬁeld multiplication followed by an addition is shown in
Fig.2. Compared with the Uni-PicoBlaze design our proposed Dual-PicoBlaze
design can save additional 18% of total clock cycles in average, at the expense of
very small hardware overhead (81 slices in average from FPGA implementation
results on XC5VLX50). Detailed comparison between cosimulation and FPGA
implementation results are presented in section 4.3.
As we know there are some traditional ways which can achieve the maximum
instruction rate of 1 instruction/cycle, such as implementing the point operations
in FSM or using microcoded controller with pre-set micro codes [7].
Compared with the ﬁrst approach using FSMs, our Dual-PicoBlaze architecture is more ﬂexible and eﬃcient. In general, the ﬁeld operations can already be
very fast (a digit-serial multiplier with D size of 82 can ﬁnish one 163 bit ﬁeld
multiplication in 2 clock cycles) and big performance gain of the whole underlying ECC system can only be obtained if new point operation algorithms are
proposed. In this case, by ﬁxing the lowest level ﬁeld operations in hardware,
updating an ECC system is just replacing the software assembly codes in PicoBlaze with the new point operation algorithms without the need to rewrite
the HDLs. In addition, this method can also enable the integration of the latest countermeasures against side-channel attack into the algorithm for scalar
multiplication. Moreover, many people regard the 8 bit microcontroller, like PicoBlaze, as a replacement for large and complicated FSMs since they are always
hard to write and debug.
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Execution time of Uni-PicoBlaze ECC for one scalar multiplication
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One Field Multiplication

One Field
Addition

Fig. 2. An example of interleaving instructions

Compared with the second approach using microcoded controller, the DualPicoBlaze architecture is much easier to be programmed since instead of designing sometimes complex dedicated controller with FSMs to dispatch instructions,
we can simply use several PicoBlaze instructions to achieve eﬃcient communication and synchronization with the hardware decoder without additional logic.

4
4.1

Design Flow and Implementation
System-Level Design and Co-simulation Using GEZEL

In order to narrow the gap between performance and ﬂexibility, to reduce the
time required to complete a design and to reduce the risk of errors that might
result from translating a high-level prototype (e.g. C model) into HDLs, we use
GEZEL to perform system-level design [18,19,20]. GEZEL is especially suitable
for the exploration of domain-speciﬁc coprocessor and multiprocessor micro architectures as it can provide cycle-true hardware/software co-simulation with
various embedded core instruction set simulators. This shortens the design time
for both HW and SW. After ﬁnishing cosimulation the GEZEL ﬁle can be automatically translated into synthesizable VHDL ﬁles.
As shown in Fig. 3, the cosimulation is based ARM and PicoBlaze with PLB
IPIF and all of them are instantiated as ’ipblock’ in GEZEL. The implementation
of the whole ECC coprocessor in GEZEL is based on Finite State Machine with
Datapah (FSMD) model. The ARM communicates with the coprocessor through
three 32 bit memory-mapped registers. An instruction decoder with a FSM and
PicoBlazes are added on the top of the hardware ﬁeld multiplier to dispatch
instructions. Then, it will be attached to an interface module, ’user logic’, to be
connected with ARM through PLB IPIF. The last step is to develop software
drivers in C. It should be pointed out that the GEZEL cosimulation can not
only verify the correctness of the coprocessor and generate the corresponding
VHDLs of the function unit, but also generate the bus interface module in VHDL.
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Therefore, by following the GEZEL design ﬂow, system designers do not need
to make any change in hardware when doing the FPGA SoC integration of
coprocessors. However, minor changes have to be made in the software driver
when shifting from GEZEL cosimulation to the FPGA implementation because
the ARM ISS is replaced with the actual microprocessor, a MicroBlaze core. The
comparison between GEZEL cosimulation and FPGA implementation, in terms
of the software driver and bus interface implementations, are illustrated below.
ECC Coprocessor (FMSD Model in GEZEL)

ARM (Instruction-Set Simulator)

Xilinx PLB IPIF (ipblock)
...
// interface for 2 write, 2 read chip-enable channels
Ipblock regipif ( out Bus2IP_Data : ns(32);
out Bus2IP_BE
: ns( 4) ;
out Bus2IP_RdCE : ns( 2) ;
out Bus2IP_WrCE : ns( 2) ;
in IP2Bus_Data : ns(32);
in IP2Bus_RdAck : ns( 1);
in IP2Bus_WrAck : ns( 1);
in IP2Bus_Error : ns( 1)) {
iptype "xilinx_plb_ipif_reg";
ipparm "core = arm";
ipparm "regid = 0x80000000"; // index for REGs
ipparm "opid = 0x80000004"; // operation id
ipparm "data = 0x8000000c";// data r/w channel
}
...

GEZEL

Co-simulation

Software Driver in C

...
int readreg(int id) {
*regid = id;
*opid = 2; // read
while (*opid) ;
return *data;
}
void writereg(int id, int n) {
*regid = id;
*data = n;
*opid = 1; // write
while (*opid) ;
}
...
volatile unsigned *regid = (volatile unsigned *) 0x80000000;
volatile unsigned *opid = (volatile unsigned *) 0x80000004;
volatile unsigned *data = (volatile unsigned *) 0x8000000c;

instructions
(0x80000000)

data_in
(0x80000004)

data_out
(0x8000000c)

Emulated Processor Local Bus
ECC Coprocessor (VHDL)

MicroBlaze

FPGA

Implementation

Software Driver in C

...
b = *reg1; // read
c = *reg2;
...
*reg1 = 11; // write
*reg2 = 12;
...

volatile unsigned *reg1 = (volatile unsigned *) 0xc2a00000;
volatile unsigned *reg2 = (volatile unsigned *) 0xc2a00004;

Xilinx PLB IPIF User_Logic
...
entity user_logic is
generic
( C_SLV_DWIDTH : integer := 32;
C_NUM_REG
: integer := 2 );
port
( Bus2IP_Clk : in std_logic;
Bus2IP_Reset : in std_logic;
Bus2IP_Data : in std_logic_vector(0 to C_SLV_DWIDTH-1);
Bus2IP_BE
: in std_logic_vector(0 to C_SLV_DWIDTH/8-1);
Bus2IP_RdCE : in std_logic_vector(0 to C_NUM_REG-1);
Bus2IP_WrCE : in std_logic_vector(0 to C_NUM_REG-1);
IP2Bus_Data : out std_logic_vector(0 to C_SLV_DWIDTH-1);
IP2Bus_RdAck : out std_logic;
IP2Bus_WrAck : out std_logic;
IP2Bus_Error : out std_logic);
...
reg1
(0xc2a000000)

reg2
(0xc2a000004)

Processor Local Bus

Fig. 3. Comparison between the GEZEL cosimulation and FPGA implementation

4.2

FPGA Implementation

After GEZEL cosimulation we can translate the GEZEL description of the ECC
datapath and control wrappers into synthesizable VHDLs, which can be added
as coprocessors in the Xilinx Platform Studio (XPS) 9.2.02i. The system shown
in Fig. 4 is built on Xilinx Virtex-5 XC5VLX50 ML501 development board. A
hardware timer is added for measuring cycle counts for each design conﬁguration.
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(Main Control)
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Processor Local Bus (PLB)

Debug
Module

Timer
Module

Fig. 4. FPGA implementation block diagram of ECC SoC system

4.3

Discussion of Experimental Results

From the deterministic and cycle-accurate GEZEL cosimulation, we can obtain
both of the standalone hardware design proﬁles and the system proﬁles (e.g. cycle and toggle counts) [20]. This is very helpful for system designers to evaluate
performance at a very early design stage and accelerate their design space exploration. To verify the correctness of our cosimulation, the FPGA implementation
performance results measured by hardware timer are also added for comparison.
As indicated in Fig. 5, for the baseline design without PicoBlaze, the two systems are limited by the throughput of the PLB bus. For example, for the FPGA
implementation with the PLB bus latency of 9 clock cycles, if a ﬁeld multiplication in hardware can ﬁnish in 9 clock cycles (e.g. 8 clock cycles for digit-serial
multiplier of D size of 24), the speedup of standalone ﬁeld multiplication brought
by D-sizes beyond 24 become invisible. Similarly, due to overhead introduced in
the ARM ISS model, the bus latency is much higher, around 44 clock cycles,
which results in no overall system speedup observed after D size of 2. Whereas,
for the other PicoBlaze based designs, since the bus transactions are no longer
the bottleneck, we can observe comparable results between the FPGA implementation and GEZEL cosimulation. Since the control hierarchy optimization
by introducing PicoBlaze also features small hardware overhead, from Fig. 6 we
can see our proposed Dual-PicoBlaze based design can achieve the best trade-oﬀ
design with D size of 28.
In order to make a fair comparison with other published results, we also synthesize our design based on Virtex-2 Pro XC2VP30 FPGA. As shown in Table 2,
our Dual-PicoBlaze based ECC (with maximum frequency around 200MHz on
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Fig. 5. Comparison of cycle counts of GEZEL cosimulation and FPGA implementation
for one full scalar multiplication

Fig. 6. Comparison of time-area products for each conﬁguration of coprocessors

XC2VP30) shows a better trade-oﬀ between cost and performance: compare our
fastest design with ref. 2, it gains 13.4% speedup; compare our best trade-oﬀ
design with ref.1 and ref.2, its area-time product is 50.3% and 53.4% smaller.
Although the current version of Dual-PicoBlaze design does not support arbitrary ﬁeld size as [7], it still oﬀers an ideal alternative since in most cases the
arbitrary ﬁeld size is not required. We want to also point out that the optimizations of ECC SoC design can be done in several levels (e.g. architecture,
algorithm, and circuit) and the results shown here might not be the optimal
ones even in terms of the area-time product since the performance optimization
focus in this paper only lies on the architectural-level. However, we believe our
proposed ECC SoC architecture can be easily adapted to other system requirements, such as the integration of high-level (e.g. algorithmic level) countermeasures against simple power analysis (SPA) and diﬀerential power analysis (DPA)
attacks [23].
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Table 2. Comparison of ECC coprocessor implementations on FPGAs
Field

Platform Slices

Dual-PB w/ D28 GF(2163 )
163

5,158

Field
Size

Comments

29,897

Fixed

Best trade-oﬀ

)

V2Pro

8,944

24,689

Fixed

Fastest

ref.1 in [7]

GF(2163 )

V2Pro

4,749

48,800

Arbitrary

1xMALU163

ref.2 in [7]

GF(2163 )

V2Pro

8,450

28,000

Arbitrary

2xMALU163

Dual-PB w/ D82 GF(2

5

V2Pro

Cycle
Counts

Conclusions

This paper introduced an ECC coprocessor design using PicoBlaze as sub-control
hierarchy. Starting from the system proﬁling of a baseline ECC design using
cosimulation, we tried to not repeat the conventional optimization techniques on
bus communication, but instead explore new system architectures with multiple
control hierarchies. This results in the Uni-PicoBlaze based ECC coprocessor
design. Since with this architecture, the impact of the bus latency is almost
negligible, we then focus on improving the computational performance of the
design to achieve the maximum instruction rate. This leads to a novel DualPicoBlaze based ECC architecture is proposed, which can achieve a better tradeoﬀ between area and speed with proper choosing the digit size of ﬁeld multiplier.
With ﬂexibility, ease of integration of multiple PicoBlazes into current FPGA
systems and predictable performance, this Dual-PicoBlaze based architecture
can not only be extended to other curve-based cryptography systems, but also
to some other computational intensive applications.
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